Free computer pattern training
Qualification: More than 5 years’ hand pattern cutting experience OR other hand computer pattern cutting users
Contact: Paul Cho 213.210.1062

Why do the following institutions teach Richpeace computer pattern?

The answer for all the above questions is YES

Richpeace

The Best Apparel Business Partner

Here is the best time-saving and cost-saving solution to boost your productivity and efficiency.

Last But Not Least,

www.RichpeaceUS.com


747 E. 10th St. Suite 407
Los Angeles, CA 90021

info@RichpeaceUS.com
The Richpeace group has 60,000 software users and is spread out in 100 countries such as main China, East & South Asia countries etc. The group supplies all the hardware and software related with Apparel industry. We are proudly distributing Richpeace Group products in USA.

Justin Hwang
(former brand instructor current Richpeace instructor)

I remember that I tried computer pattern with Auto CAD 25 years ago before the computer pattern is not used commercially. After that I have experienced several computer pattern programs and involved to develop the computer pattern program. After I met Richpeace computer pattern program, I was fascinated with the smooth curve lines and very detail touch. Since Richpeace is the #1 brand in the world, this Richpeace is the best choice for importers and for the future industry. I can recommend this Richpeace software and hardware strongly.

Ginny Cho
(Cuki Owner)

I am working on the pattern making as the owner of the store. I tried several computer pattern systems and I found this Richpeace software, and I started to learn this software. Then I found this software is very excellent in making curves and in being easy to use tools compared to any other software. And I am using with a good impression every day. I can really recommend to the owners who is doing pattern, grading and marking to use this system strongly because of easy learn and easy use and good efficiency, so this can make one stone throwing three birds catching.

Michelle Kang
(C Company, 64)

Up to 63 years old, I have never used any computer system. But our company got the Richpeace system and I had to start to learn with a very heavy burden. But after I got 12 classes (one class per week) with class and manual, I can start to make my own pattern. It has been 6 months since I started to learn Richpeace. Now I am very happy to work with Richpeace program with a great curve that I created. I am pretty sure that I recommend you strongly to learn Richpeace software because even I had worked as a hand pattern maker but now I can work on the computer pattern. For this software is very easy to learn even you cannot know well the computer if you practice hard.

**EXCLUSIVE OFFER FOR APPAREL BUSINESS OWNERS**
Our program is the best tool for maximizing your savings on fabrics and other related expenses. Compare Cost & Quality

Full System Package

- **Digitizer + 4 Head Magic Plotter +**
- **Computer, Monitor & Printer + Software** (Computer pattern + Grading + Automarking)

**$22,000**
No Contract Needed

**Option**
You can purchase software and hardware separately.
- **Software Package** (Computer pattern + Grading + Automarking) $8,000
- **Computer Pattern & Grading** $5,000
- **Pattern Cutter** (No.1 Brand OEM)

Computer Pattern, Grading & Auto Marking System

Welcome to Consulting (213) 210.1062 / 1063